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$850,000

Located in the trinity point development sits a unique opportunity to secure a 668sqm level corner block, ready to build

and in a prime position just walking distance to the edge of Lake Macquarie. Close to the Lake's most popular waterfront

cafes, restaurants, and bars, this up-and-coming development is the perfect spot to put down roots. The unique location

provides quick and easy access to the marina and waterfront, an exclusive privilege of the area. The near sold-out housing

estate has been undergoing development for the last few years,  expanding and growing with the environmentally

conscious planning of architectural firm Koichi Takada Architects, including the opening of more restaurants, hotels, and

apartments, creating a diverse culture of lifestyle and convenience for the area. Less than a minute's drive to the boat

ramp and the marina, you've barely got time to buckle your seatbelt before you're ready to jump out and hit the water.

Whether it be a block to start your family or settle into your days of retirement, this busy estate provides everything you

could need only a stone's throw away. -  Access to waterfront -  Curb and guttered site within new estate-  Walking

distance to the marina -  90 minutes to Sydney CBD, 45 minutes to Newcastle CBD -  15 minutes to M1-  Less than a

minutes drive to the boat ramp -  Unique corner block -  Ready to build block-  30 minutes to Speers Point-  Access to

walking paths leading through the developmentDisclaimer: All information contained herein is gathered from sources we

deem reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and act as a messenger only in passing on the details.

Interested parties should rely on their own enquiries. Some of our properties are marketed from time to time without

price guide at the vendors request. This website may have filtered the property into a price bracket for website

functionality purposes. Any personal information given to us during the course of the campaign will be kept on our

database for follow up and to market other services and opportunities unless instructed in writing.


